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Abstract
Recently the new scheme combining the resummation of pi2-terms with the ana-
lyticization procedure [1, 2, 3] was elaborated [4]. This scheme is suitable for corre-
lated experimental data analysis in the whole spacelike and timelike region. The mass
thresholds can be also easily included in this scheme. Moreover this approach helps in
“minimising” theoretical uncertainties related with the scheme dependence.
The athour of this work have got analytically expressions for the timelike region at
NLO as for the coupling constant so for QCD observables. NNLO Pade´ approximation
was also researched in this paper.
In this paper some particular role of NLO was emphasised. It is related with the
possibility to express any multi-loop expressions in terms of the two-loop ones. Thus
we can use NLO functions as a basis of some functional expansion, where higher loop
terms incorporation affects the expansion coefficients only. This approach helps to
research the scheme dependence easier.
1 Introduction
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here βn corresponds to (n + 1)-loop contribution. RGE solution is known in the one-
loop case: a(1)(x) = 1lnx and in the two-loop case as well. At NLO it can be expressed
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W Lambert function is convenient to research the solution (2). It is defined by a
transcendental equation W (z)eW (z) = z. Here and further x = Q
2
Λ2 , Λ is scale parameter
defining unphysical singularities positions. To know more about Lambert function read
the articles already mentioned and [6].
It should be mentioned that all RGE solutions have unphysical singularities such
as “ghost poles”. In the last two (two- and three-loop) cases the cut lying in infrared
region emerges. Hence, we can’t describe this way coupling constant behaviour in this
region. Recently the new Analytic Approach has been suggested by D.V. Shirkov and
I.L. Solovtsov [1, 2, 3]. It allowed to obtain analytic expressions for analytic running
coupling with the same ultraviolet asymptotic that ordinary RGE solutions have but
with a stable infrared behaviour.
1
2 Modified Analyticization Procedure
Analytic Approach has presented the new self-consistent scheme. However it was
needed to incorporate quark thresholds and to construct the procedure allowing to
transfer the coupling constant (and observables also) to the time-like region. These
problems was solved by D.V. Shirkov [4] in his recent work.
2.1 Q2-channel
As had been proposed earlier by the Analyticization procedure it is possible to make
the coupling constant analytic in a whole Q2 complex plane except the cut on the real
negative axis. However this approach does not involve the thresholds problems. Ana-
lyticization procedure is based on Ka¨llen-Lehmann spectral representation, that leads
to the modified coupling constant that is devoid of unphysical singularities. Besides,
it has the correct asymptotic behaviour consistent with the perturbative result. The









one can put ρ(σ) = =α¯f=3s (−σ) that is rather prudent for the low energy processes
analysis when there are three active quarks (f = 3). Here the new coupling constant
is expressed through an imaginary part of usual, RG invariant, effective coupling α¯s
continued on the physical cut.
However it is also possible to involve the threshold matching procedure. It is well
known that we can obtain the coupling constant relevant for the regions with a different






n) by the proper scale
parameter redefinition. As a result we obtain the expression continuos when Q2 > Λ2,
it can originate the discontinuous spectral density. We can take it defined as




f (σ)− ρf=3(σ)). (4)
Of course the resulting expression is smooth.
2.2 s-channel
Some interesting experiments data corresponds to the timelike transfer momentum
that leads to the necessity of the relevant redefinition of coupling constant. Some
approximate estimates, such as A(s) = α¯s(s) or A(s) = |α¯s(−s)|, were used earlier
for this purpose. These estimates are suitable for qualitative analysis only, they can
not reflect the correct analytical properties but it can lead to some prudent results in
the region higher than 5GeV . The difference between these estimates and the exact
expressions is within several per cents in this region and it may be enough for some
calculations.
However it is possible to use the “dipole representation” for the Adler function in
































These formulae have been applied to one-loop case in [4, 7]. Corresponding expres-











Higher orders was also obtained in these papers.
2.3 Thresholds
We can observe that the effective s-channel coupling A(s) differs from Af by a shift
constant
A(s) = Af + cf at M2f ≤ s ≤ M
2
f+1, where (10)
cf−1 = cf +Af (M2f )−A
f−1(M2f ). (11)
These values are produced by calculation of 4th, 5th and 6th quarks contributions.
The shift constants provide the continuity of the analytic coupling constant. Indeed,
in spite of discontinuous spectral density we should get the analytic expressions.
Here are some typical values calculated at NLO (next leading order):
Λ3,MeV Λ4,MeV Λ5,MeV Λ6,MeV c
3 c4 c5
0.300 0.251 0.174 0.072 0.0107 0.0028 0.00003
0.400 0.346 0.249 0.108 0.0149 0.0035 0.00003
Note that these contributions can make up about 5 per cent contribution to the coupling
constant in the low energy region and can considerably influence the scale parameter
value.






















f ), i=2,3. (13)














0.30 −0.0021 −0.0024 −0.0008 0.0026 0.0005 0.00002
0.50 0.0007 −0.0024 −0.0004 0.0047 0.00009 0.00003
3
3 Two-loop and three-loop applications of Mod-
ified Analyticization Procedure
3.1 Expansion





However we face unphysical singularities, wrong analytic behaviour in the infrared (IR)
region. We can not consider early attempts to express this observable in s-channel like
f(s) = f ′1a(s) + f
′
2a
2(s) + f ′3a
3(s)... (15)
to be very succesful. Indeed, it involves the so called pi-terms and leads to the expansion
coefficients augmenting [8, 9], this way also preserves unphysical singularities. So it is
to the point to apply the Analyticization procedure. As a result we get the analytic






f(s) = f1A(s) + f2A2(s) + f3A3(s)... (17)
After all, this approach leads to the scheme dependence reduction that is very impor-
tant physical consequence.
3.2 The expansion over two-loop functions
As follows from the paper [10] we can obtain the expressions for multi-loop functions
in terms of two-loop functions. Without analyticization we have the expansion over
the coupling constant powers like
amulti−loop = a(2) + k2a
(2)2 + k3a
(2)3 + ... (18)
Here we can easily apply the analytic approach. It leads to some modifications when






3 + ... (19)
Thus two-loop functions can be considered as the minimal basis of any orders per-
turbation expansions. So any observable f (devoid of anomalous dimensions) can be






3 + ... (20)
Some similar result was obtained independently by C. Maxwell [11].
4
3.3 Exact NLO results
At NLO (next-to-leading order) we can even obtain the analytical expressions for the
s-channel Analytized coupling constant. It was mentioned the two-loop renormgroup
















W Lambert function is defined by a transcendental equation W (z)eW (z) = z. Here
x = Q
2































































The integration can be implemented with rather simple variables substitutes. It’s
interesting that An(s) can be presented as n−2 residual terms of the Taylor expansion
of 1
piβ1
= ln(1 + β1
β2
0
a(−s)) over the powers of a(−s) multiplied by − β0
β1
.
3.4 Three-loop Pade´ approximation
















a5 . . . (27)




















But without Pade´-approximation even in the three-loop case we can’t get analytically
the RGE solution for both coupling constant and observables. That is why two-loop
functions expansion helps to analyse multi-loop functions better.




































3.5 The usage of the power expansion over two-loop func-
tions for NNLO analysis
We can also get the three-loop functions without Pade´ approximation using the method
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. This case differs from the
case with Pade´-transformed β-function as the latter originates some “trail” of higher
order terms. However this difference is quite small (when comparing new shift constants
the difference between NLO and NNLO is about 15 per cents, while it is only 1 per
cent between NNLO and “Pade´” case).
4 Conclusions
The method suggested in this paper allows to obtain exact expressions at the two-loop
order. Therefore any loop approximations can be obtained this way. We need to be
only provided with β-coefficients.
This approach allows us to get the theoretical errors estimates. We can analyse
easily what loop order approximation we should take in order to obtain some fixed
precision.
Another important result is the possibility to analyse the scheme dependence prob-
lem better. As we have the expansion over the scheme-independent two-loop functions
it comes from the expansion coefficients dependence only. Some scheme dependence
criteria were proposed by P. Raczka in [13, 14] but this method can provide us with
better criteria based on definite theoretical foundation.
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